
VNEA JUNIOR ARTISTIC POOL LAG CHALLENGE 
 

In association with… 
 

The Dr. Cue Classic Artistic Pool “Sport and Show” Tour  
 

 
Cue Ball(s) Placement: In hand – anywhere behind 2nd diamond “short string line”  
 

Object Ball(s) Placement:  
 

2 balls are centered on short string line with 3-ball “spacing” between them.  Four “finish zones” measured 
between short string line and end cushion.  Zone 1 (Z1) is 1 diamond segment wide starting at short string 
line and ending at line created by 1st diamond from “C” and “F” pockets.  Zone 2 (Z2) starts from this latter 
line to another line 2 ball’s width from end cushion.  Zone 3 (Z3) starts from this latter line to another line 1 
ball’s width from end cushion.  Zone 4 (Z4) starts from this latter line to the end cushion edge line.        
 

Objective: 
 

Shoot cue ball to end cushion and “lag” back to other end cushion.  Cue ball must go between 2 balls on 
short string line without hitting them on both passes.  Points awarded based on finish position of cue ball.  
Score options are 3 points for Zone 1 finish, 6 points for Zone 2 finish, 9 points for Zone 3 finish, 12 points 
for Zone 4 finish, and 15 points if the cue ball freezes to the end cushion.  The cumulative score for 5 lags 
determines a total “round score”.      
 

Special Notes:  
 

The vertical edge of the cue ball closest to the end cushion determines “each” lag score.  Sometimes the 
cloth fibers on the cushion  “touch” the cue ball, but the cue ball is not “completely frozen”.  A “light check” 
will be used to check a cue ball that “appears to be frozen”.  If any light is visible between the cue ball and 
the end cushion, the cue ball will be judged “not frozen”.  
 

Special Scoring: 
  
A “round score” is the total of 5 lags – Point options: 3/6/9/12/15 per lag (See “objective” above) 
 



DR. CUE ARTISTIC POOL EVENT SCORING GUIDELINES                                         
(VNEA JUNIOR EVENT) 

• Dr. Cue or assistant will act as official judge on all challenge setups and scoring success.   
Questions may be asked at any time. 

• Players will do a preliminary round of 5 lags.  This initial challenge will result in a “round 
score total” being registered on an official score sheet based on diagram scoring point 
notations for the lag challenge. 

• The top 5 scoring players, plus ties after everyone has competed in the prelims will do 2 
“final” rounds consisting of 5 lags each.  The total score of the final rounds (10 lags) will be 
used to determine the 2015 VNEA International Junior “Artistic Pool”  Shootout Champion 
and Runner-up for each division.   

• If there is a tie after the 2 “final” rounds are completed, the highest “round score” between 
the 2 final rounds will be used for determining 1st and / or 2nd place.  If a tie still exists, an 
“Artistic Lag Roll-Off” will take place, in which each tied competitor will shoot 3 lags with 
cumulative scoring calculated. 

• 3 practice attempts will be allowed before the 2 “final” rounds are started. 
• Lag zone position of finish is judged by the vertical edge of the cue ball.  
• Accidental nudging of cue ball is not considered a stroke or attempt of lag – player is allowed 

to shoot lag again. 
• The challenge for each division is the same and available via the VNEA home office, plus 

they will be posted at the venue site. 
• The Champion and Runner-up in each division will be title honored and presented with 

special VNEA “Artistic Pool” Awards.  

 
                         Tour / Event Directors – Tom “Dr. Cue” and Marty “Ms. Cue” Rossman 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
2015 VNEA INTERNATIONAL JUNIOR “ARTISTIC POOL” SHOOTOUT 

(20TH ANNUAL…FREE ENTRY) 
 
 

     Congratulations!!  You’re on your way to Rochester, MN for a chance to win the international title in your 
respective division.  For the “20th year in a row” you have the special opportunity to win another title: 
 
   2015 VNEA International Junior “Artistic Pool” Shootout Champion    
 
     Take your place in history as the champion of your elite division in a unique competition, which has now 
enhanced the pages of the VNEA Rules Booklet since 1996 (International Records and Honors).  The thrill 
and excitement of winning this challenge has been evident not only among the players, but also the proud 
parents and sponsors of each contestant. 
 
     What is truly amazing about this “contest of skill and fun” is that it does not cost one penny to 
participate in it.  It’s a bonus for being in your regular division as a tournament participant.  Whatever 
division you play in the main tournament is the same division you will play in the “artistic pool” competition.   
 
     This international title is only the beginning!!  Special awards and prizes provided by the VNEA and 
contributing sponsors will also be presented to champions and runner-ups. There is nothing to lose and 
everything to gain!!  Everyone knows how to lag, so this event is easy to do and guarantees fun for each 
junior taking part.  
 
     Let me explain the basic format, process, and rules.  Marty and I will be running the competition on a 
separate table provided at the tournament site.  Whenever you are not playing in the regular tournament, 
come on over to our setup for your turn at the special “artistic lag” challenge.  It only takes a few minutes to 
shoot your round (5 lags).  Special scoring is assigned to the challenge per the text explanation.   
 
     The top 5 scoring players, plus ties after everyone has competed in the prelims will do 2 “final” rounds 
consisting of 5 lags each.  If 2 or more players are tied after the “10 lag” total, the highest of the 2 “final” 
rounds will be used to determine final positions of finish.  If a tie still exists, a special “Artistic Lag Roll-Off” 
will be done between those tied to determine the 2015 VNEA International Junior “Artistic Pool”  
Shootout Champion for each division. 
 
     The challenge for each division is the same.  Diagram and text explanation plus full event guidelines for 
the challenge and scoring are available via the VNEA home office and will also be posted at the venue site.   
 
 
             Best Victories to Each of You…                   Tom “Dr. Cue” and Marty “Ms. Cue” Rossman 
        Event Directors 
 

 


